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What is the decision relevance of
alternative ensembles of climate information?
•Available climate information often includes a mix of
– a small number of relatively high spatial resolution projections and
– a larger number of relatively low spatial resolution projections

•Using a wider range of projections provides better
representation of uncertainty, but imposes various costs:
– Computational
– Inclusion of lower confidence information
– Cognitive load

•How should one balance among these benefits and costs,
and how does the choice depend on context?
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Many people contribute to work discussed here
•Decision support applications
– Abbie Tingstad, Neil Berg, David Groves, and
Edmundo Molina-Perez

•Bioclimatic modeling
– Camille Parmesan, Dan Warren,and Matthew
Moskwik

•Climate projections
– Linda Mearns, Melissa Bukovsky, Seth McGinnis,
Steve Sain, Klaus Keller, Murali Haran, Rob
Nicholas, Greg Garner, and Perry Odo
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Overview of Approach

•Conduct two Decision Support Applications in
California
– Biodiversity conservation
– Water supply

•Use alternative ensembles of climate information
– Hi resolution NARCCAP
– Medium resolution NARCCAP
– Selected low resolution CMIP5
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Hypotheses
1. For both sectors, the analysis will suggest different decisions
when sampling wider (but still realistic) projections.

2. "Better" decisions will generally result from the wider range of
projections, but the biodiversity sector will be more sensitive to
details of the more physically-realistic models

3. Decision makers' confidence in the projections and the
decisions based on them will be sensitive to the resolution at
which they are communicated and the resolution dependent
skill.

4. The inclusion of higher-resolution climate data within an
ensemble of projections will increase the confidence in the
entire ensemble
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Overview of Approach

Evaluate alternative
conservation strategies
under climate change
Focus on four California
species
Use approach that seeks
robust strategies in the face
of uncertainty

Compare alternative
ensembles of climate
information
Conduct three experiments,
each with different climate
ensemble
Compare results analytically
and in workshops with
decision makers
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Overview of Approach

Compare alternative
ensembles of climate
information

Evaluate alternative
conservation strategies
under climate change
Focus on four California
species

Conduct three experiments,
each with different climate
ensemble

Use approach that seeks
robust strategies in the face
of uncertainty

Compare results analytically
and in workshops with
decision makers
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Robust Decision Making (RDM) analysis used
to compare reliability of alternative strategies
Basic idea: When accurate predictions are difficult, seek
strategies robust over many futures
Start with four generic
conservation strategies

Stress test over many futures

Look for robust strategies

•
•
•
•

Same place
New place
Keep options open
Last resort

Each future makes different
assumptions about
• Climate change,
• Reliability of alternative
strategies,
• How species habitat responds
to climate change

A robust strategy performs well over many futures. In particular, we compare reliability of
each strategy in each future to highest reliability strategy in that future (regret).
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Experiments vary climate information
available to decision makers
Compare three ensembles of climate projections,
each using different combinations of spatial resolution
Experiment I:

Experiment II:

Experiment III:

High resolution (10 km)
only

High plus medium
resolution (50 km)
projections

High, medium, and low
resolution (500 km)
“good news” projections

High spatial resolution

Lower spatial resolution

Larger ensembles provide more information, but take longer to calculate,
and may be confusing to decision makers
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Climate experiments use specific combinations of
projections with differing spatial resolutions
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Consider four generic conservation strategies
appropriate for many conditions

Same place

New place

Continue
current
conservation
practices in
current location

Keep options
open

Continue
Future species
current
habitat non
conservation
known, so adopt
practices, but in
conservation
a new location
practices that
follow species
wherever it goes

Last resort
Natural habitat
will decline
precipitously,
so preserve
species by
other means

These generic strategies might be considered for any species; specific
conservation actions associated with each vary by species
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Strategies make different assumptions
about future species habitat
Keep Options Open
New Place
Same Place

Last Resort
Current Habitat
Reliability of:
• New Place less than Same Place
• Options Open less than New Place
• Last Resort less than Options Open
But less aggressive strategies (e.g. Same Place) work poorly if future habitat is
different than expected
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Overview of Approach

Evaluate alternative
conservation strategies
under climate change
Focus on four California
species
Use approach that seeks
robust strategies in the face
of uncertainty

Compare alternative
ensembles of climate
information
Conduct three experiments,
each with different climate
ensemble
Compare results analytically
and in workshops with
decision makers
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We considered four different California species

Ambystoma
californiense

Calochortus
palmeri

Dipodomys
ingens

Rana
muscosa

California tiger
salamander

Palmer's
mariposa lily or
strangling
mariposa

giant
kangaroo rat

mountain
yellow-legged
frog

• Selected by screening dozens of California species – aimed for diverse types
of species within CA LCC boundary

• Simulated future suitable habitat in various future climates using dozens of
different species response model
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Let’s do an example: A. californiense
AMCA: Current

•

•
AMCA: Future

•
•

Species occurs in WestCentral California,
including coast ranges
and Central Valley
Prefers grassland and
woodland habitats
Presently considered
vulnerable
Experiences threats from
habitat conversation,
predation, rodent control
programs, cars,
contaminated runoff, etc.
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Distribution of future habitats for AMCA
Sheet 1
90%
85%

Climate (group)
Low Resolution
Medium Resolution
High Resolution

80%
75%
70%

Percentage of total futures

65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Same Place
New Place
Options Open
Last Resort
Same Place, New Place, Options Open and Last Resort. Color shows details about Climate (group). Details are shown for Same Place, New Place, Options Open and Last Resort.
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Factors Considered in the Analysis
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In Some Cases Suggested Decision
Depends on Climate Ensemble Used
•
•

Climate information makes significant difference for AMCA & DIIN
Options Open does less well for single high resolution projection
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For AMCA, performance of Options Open
Depends on Set of Climate Parameters Used
Regret of Options Open strategy

Isothermality
Temperature annual range
Mean temperature of coldest quarter
Precipitation of driest month
Precipitation seasonality

Mean diurnal range
Mean temperature of driest quarter
Annual precipitation
Mean diurnal range
Temperature seasonality
Precipitation of warmest quarter
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Water Decision Support Application
Uses Similar Set of Climate Projections
• Water supply decision support application focuses on long term water
management in the California’s central valley

• Climate projections show a wide range of variation in precipitation
• Policies considered include efficiency, new supplies, and shift to high
value agricultural crops

• Single high resolution projection changes ordering of preferred
strategies
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Some Initial Observations
For both conservation and water supply decision support
applications (DSAs),

1. Considering a wider sample of climate projections suggests (in
some, but not all cases) to different decisions

2. Including a large sample of lower resolution projections seems
to provide useful information, potentially leading to decisions
better hedged against a wider range of uncertainty

System model uncertainty is much larger in the conservation than
the water DSA
The high resolution spatial scale climate information is generally
more important in the conservation than in the water application
•

But resolution of the climate data should match resolution of
the biological data for more reliable bioclimatic models
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Questions and discussion
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